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Entrol sells its first H03 / EC-120 FNPT II simulator to Helang Flying Academy in Malaysia
Entrol has sold its first H03 / EC-120 FNPT II simulator to Helang Flying Academy.
The simulator replicates in detail the EC-120 helicopter, equipped with dual Glass cockpit SAGEM avionics, a
cylindrical visual of 180º x 40º and satellite imagery from Malaysia.
It will be the first simulator of this kind ever installed in Malaysia and also the first one sold by Entrol in the
country. Since 2005, Entrol develops and manufactures helicopter and fixed-wing FNPT and FTD simulators,
for flight schools, airlines and operators Entrol simulators are covered by a comprehensive after-sales
services and designed according to CS-FSTD and FAA FTD directives aiming at improving pilot training,
increasing security on aircraft operations and reducing operational costs.
Helang Flying Academy is a company born from an alliance between Major Flagship Sdn Bhd and Defence
Conseil INTERNATIONAL “DCI”. The Company objective is to provide high training courses based on ICAO and
EASA standards such as CPL H, IR H besides specific mission training tailored to the needs and budgets
constraints of its Customers.
“We look forward to a long and productive partnership with Entrol in support of our Helicopter Training
Academy’’ said Charles Le Bot, CEO of Helang Flying Academy. “Our Academy strives to be the Helicopter
Academy reference in Asia and Middle East and our focus is to give access to unparalleled teaching and
instruction that is tailored to our valuable customers’ operating environments. This first simulator will
complement our fleet of EC120B helicopters and will improve the quality and safety of our training program
and professional curriculum to better prepare our students for their future career as aviators”.
ABOUT HELANG FLYING ACADEMY Sdn Bhd

Helang Flying Academy Sdn Bhd, is a Company based and registered in Malaysia. Born from a unique
Alliance between Defence Conseil International “DCI” and Major Flagship Sdn Bhd, the Company
offers a full range of Helicopter training courses for Pilots and Aircrews. The Company aims at being
recognised as a top-class training academy by its customers from Asia and Middle East. Its extended
training catalogue is including courses based on ICAO / EASA standards besides a full range of
mission training courses offering higher quality, safety and costs efficiency. Our focus is to better
support our valuable Customers by proposing the most effective solution addressing their full
spectrum of training and specific environments.
For more information, please visit www.helangflyingacademy.com
For more information contact:
HELANG FLYING ACADEMY Sdn Bhd
sales@helangflyingacademy.com
TEL : +60 3 7859 6640 - FAX: +60 3 7859 6640
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ABOUT DCI and MAJORFLAGSHIP Sdn Bhd

DCI’s mission is to transfer French military know-how to the armed forces of nations friendly with
France. DCI is the reference operator of the French Ministry of Defence, offering services that are
certified “French Forces Training”. For over 40 years, it has been present across the full spectrum of
defence and national security services, offering Consulting, Training and Technical Assistance.
Through its capacity-based approach, DCI offers countries that are friendly with France customised
solutions for personnel training and equipment maintenance. In addition to its Paris headquarters,
DCI operates several international training centres throughout France. It also has bases outside
France: in Qatar, Kuwait, the UAE and Saudi Arabia, in Southeast Asia with Malaysia and Singapore
and, more recently, in India and Brunei. DCI is continuing to expand internationally with innovative,
high added-value services through the development of new partnerships, particularly in Asia and
Latin America. For more information: www.groupedci.com
Major Flagship Sdn Bhd is a special purpose company set up under Zulu Capital Sdn Bhd, a boutique
private equity fund management firm based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia with an extensive knowledge
and experience in addressing and supporting Customers.

